Doesn't matter if it’s 2pm or 2am, in LA or NYC.
This program is designed to ﬁt your schedule
and create a seamless addition into your plans.

Gone are the days of emails and phone calls
about video. I can ride inside the car and give
instant feedback, without the added risk of
another person in the car.

Want to see that last corner right away and from
multiple angles? The added ability to clearly
analyze all aspects of a corner are possible,
down to angles that can never be done.

Want to work on a new driving technique, or try
and learn the passing spots at next week’s
track? The ability to experiment with no risk to
anyone/anything creates an ideal learning
environment.

Elliott Skeer’s proven program to becoming the
most complete motorsport driver you can be

The Apoapsis; the highest part of an orbit,
taking the most time and energy to reach.

“APS is a vision of both my motorsport and aerospace
passions. The common thread is a drive to help both
people and projects become the best they can be through
technological evaluation and human connection”

“As a child of the early 2000’s, my days were spent playing Gran
Turismo on Playstation. As my motorsport career and the quality of
simulators progressed, I realized they can be used for more than fun.
Since 2012 I have used iRacing’s laser scanned tracks and cars to help
prepare for every weekend of racing. Once somebody understands
how a simulator can help compliment real track time, it will create a
powerful tool in their arsenal to achieve the best on the weekends.”

Elliott begins full season coaching campaigns while competing in
IMSA, working with GT3 Cup drivers on the West Coast.

Elliott joins iRacing’s development team as a consultant on GT cars.
Expands his real world coaching to nationwide and pro levels

Elliott develops an extensive sim racing development program for his
real life coaching clients, focusing on mental strength and racecraft.

Elliott evolves his sim racing coaching into a standalone product,
offered at both real and simulator drivers.

It’s one thing to string close laps together, it’s another
to do it with another car breathing down your neck.
Mindgame management is a key tactic to know!

Elliott’s ﬂuency with data interpretation expressed
in car/driver feeling provides mental clarity with
priorities on track.
Elliott’s engineering background and
understanding of vehicle dynamics allows for
exercises to show key concepts of car dynamics,
without risking anything! Helping the driver
understand what’s exactly happening.

Elliott at the Porsche Factory Shootout

The world’s premier simulator.
Laser scanned cars and tracks.
Intense multiplayer racing.

Excellent street car simulator.
Endless list of available tracks and
cars. Perfect for car control courses.

Real world motorsport data
analysis. Export iRacing data
with over 100 channels

Easy to use third-party voice chat
and ﬁle sharing program. Allows for
clear comms no matter the service.

“Elliott’s coaching ability with the simulator is only matched by his skillset
in handling a real race car at the limit. He has a unique ability to assess
driver tendencies/patterns in the virtual world and make actionable
recommendations that are transferable to both the SIM and the asphalt.”

“His in-depth knowledge of the physics, adjustments and modiﬁcations
that are allowed by various Sim games to optimize performance. His
ability to provide real-world feedback is invaluable to anyone wanting to
improve their sim and on-track skills.”
"Elliott's guidance on the simulator has provided immense value for track
learning and forming habits, he has helped tremendously with learning
new tracks and getting back up to speed on old tracks. I would
recommend him to anyone looking to improve their performance both on
the simulator and on the track."

Elliott has been a powerful development tool over the last two years.
We’ve worked together, both at the track, and using the Sim for race
prep. Great communicator: highly recommended.

